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Foreword 
As we create new ways to transform higher education, there are exciting possibilities 
on the horizon. And we're only at the beginning of this journey. 

The criteria listed in this "Top US Private University Websites 2022" report is a 
baseline list of the accessibility, quality assurance, and performance standards that 
have become more critical as we build new hybrid and remote classrooms. 

With my Higher Ed experience over the past two decades, I believe we are at the 
precipice of embracing new technologies to create meaningful personal digital 
experiences for our target audiences, especially our diverse students. With this 
evolution, we will be able to scale and educate more people, more effectively. But as 
we have our sights set on what’s next, let’s not lose sight of the fact that the Higher 
Ed’s core tenet is to help people improve their lives. We all largely agree that higher 
education is part of our future, and the debates about value and the modality of 
education will continue. 

A transformation in how students, faculty, staff, and leaders in higher education 
access information and gain insights is underway. Solutions must support a world of 
different touchpoints and devices that are being used by people who have a 
spectrum of needs and disabilities. As website processes haven’t kept up with the 
tools available, and technology is evolving at a pace our industry struggles to keep 
up with, this report also serves as a reminder for institutions to continue to commit to 
the continuous improvement process of the digital campus experience.  

Founder 

edtechconnect.com 

Jeff Dillon 
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Introduction 
Higher Ed websites remain an important channel for distributing content to students, 
parents, alumni, and more. Consuming information about academic departments, 
how to apply, or financial aid, for example, needs to be available and easily found on 
your university or college website. 

An optimized website is a valuable tool for delivering a good education experience 
for students, re-engaging alumni, and helping faculty to find relevant information 
about their Higher Ed institution. And as the first impression for many students and 
parents, the website is a vital portal for the evaluation- and enrollment process. 

Beyond general optimization, Higher Ed organizations also have an obligation to 
create experiences and equal opportunities that can be enjoyed by everyone. Since 
the enactment of the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) in 1990, both public and 
private organizations are required to provide equal access to digital content, 
regardless of disability, device type, or software agent. And with 1 in 4 Americans 
living with a disability, it’s simply the right thing to do. 

Whether it's a lack of accessibility or poor content quality, accessing a website 
should never pose any significant barrier or hardship, and higher education websites 
are no exception. But how well optimized are private university and college 
websites? Are common website standards and requirements being met? And are 
most private colleges and universities compliant with current Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG)? 

From digital accessibility to content quality to performance, this report takes a look at 
the websites of the top 50 Private Colleges and Universities in the United States. 
This report was put together by Monsido - an Optimere brand, and Hannon Hill - 
makers of Cascade CMS. 
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Methodology 

The methodology of the report is based on website scans from Monsido's proprietary Web 
Governance platform. The platform scans for potential errors and issues across different 
Web Governance categories, including: Web Accessibility, Content Quality Assurance, 
Performance, SEO, Brand Guidelines, Response Time, Uptime, and Data Privacy. 

In addition, Hannon Hill fielded a survey that was completed by professionals in the higher 
education space to add qualitative data. 

Cascade CMS includes tools that check for broken links, spelling errors, and accessibility 
violations prior to publishing content to the live site, as well as a powerful workflow engine 
for building customizable approval and publish processes for your sites. 

For the purpose of this benchmark report, Monsido scanned a sample of 500 
publicly-facing Private University webpages over a two-week period in January and 
February 2022. The list of universities chosen for the quantitative scan was based on a 
public list of Top Private Universities and Colleges, and do not necessarily have any direct 
affiliation with Monsido or Cascade CMS. If a publicly-facing website was unable to be 
scanned for technical reasons, we moved on to the next institution on the list. The 
websites were scanned based on the following aspects: 

Web Accessibility 
Is your website accessible to all users? Can it be accessed by 
people using assistive technology, such as a screen reader? 

Content Quality Assurance 
Can users navigate your website without running into broken 
links, broken images links or misspellings? 

Performance 
Is your website performance optimized? Does it perform 
according to Google Lighthouse standards? 
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SEO 
Is your website easily found? Can search engines easily crawl and 
locate relevant information on your website? 

Response Time 
How fast does your website load? Can it be accessed via slower 
or mobile Internet connections? 

Uptime
 Is your website available 24/7? Can users access it all hours? 

In addition to the scans, Monsido provides several other features including: PageAssistTM 

Personalization Tool Bar, Consent Manager, Statistics, PageCorrectTM and more. 
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The Top 50 Private Universities and Colleges 

We tested the Top 50 Private Universities and Colleges based on rigorous analysis of 
academic, admissions, financial, and student life data from the U.S. Department of 
Education, along with millions of reviews from students and alumni. See your name in the list 
below but not as a winner above? Reach out to us, and we’d be happy to share the results 
of scanning your website. 

Amherst College Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Barnard College Middlebury College 
Bates College New York University 
Boston College Northeastern University 
Boston University Northwestern University 
Bowdoin College Pomona College 
Brown University Princeton University 
California Institute of Technology Rice University 
Carleton College Stanford University 
Carnegie Mellon University Swarthmore College 
Claremont McKenna College Tufts University 
Colgate University University of Chicago 
Columbia University University of Miami 
Cornell University University of Notre Dame 
Dartmouth College University of Pennsylvania 
Davidson College University of Richmond 
Duke University University of Southern California 
Emory University Vanderbilt University 
Georgetown University Wake Forest University 
Grinnell College Washington and Lee University 
Hamilton College Washington University in St. Louis 
Harvard University Wellesley College 
Harvey Mudd College Wesleyan University 
Haverford College Williams College 
Johns Hopkins University Yale University 
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Not on the list at all? We work with 1,000s of organizations across many different sectors. 
We’d love the opportunity to scan your website and see how Monsido could help your 
organization. Request a free scan from us. 

Not on the list at all? We work with 1,000s of organizations across many different sectors. 
We’d love the opportunity to scan your website and see how Monsido could help your 
organization. Request a free scan from us. 



Results & Analysis 

The results of the scans include the best 10 performers overall, as well as top performers 
in each category individually. In addition, the average results for each category will be 
presented. 

Overall 
The Overall category highlights the best performing Private Universities and Colleges for 
Web Accessibility, Content Quality Assurance, Response Time, Performance, and SEO. 
Congratulations to the following Private Universities and Colleges for their high rankings 
overall. 

Overall Ranking* University / College Name 
1st University of Notre Dame 
2nd Harvard University 
3rd University of Richmond 
4th Washington University in St. Louis 
5th University of Pennsylvania 
6th Pomona College 
7th Princeton University 
8th Georgetown University 
9th Davidson College 
10th Middlebury College 
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*Overall ranking is based on the average (weighted) ranking



Web Accessibility 
An accessible website ensures all visitors are able to use your website and consume its content 
regardless of age, digital skills, or disabilities. Monsido scans your site to find any possible 
issues that may hinder web accessibility, giving you an overview of how your website is doing, 
as well as recommendations on how to address these issues. With the Monsido platform, we 
recommend organizations get an accessibility compliance score over 70% to prove a path to 
compliance. These top 5 Private Universities and Colleges are well on their way. 

Ranking University/College Name Accessibility Compliance* 
1st University of Richmond 81.36% 
2nd Dartmouth College 75.75% 
3rd University of Notre Dame 75.73% 
4th Columbia University 75.53% 
5th Washington University in St. Louis 75.51% 

Excellent - scores between 80-100 
Good - scores between 70-79 
Poor - scores between 50-69 
Fail - scores between 0-49 

Web Accessibility scoring: 
The industry average in the Web Accessibility category 
for Private Universities and Colleges was: 71.5 
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Excellent - scores between 80-100
Good - scores between 70-79
Poor - scores between 50-69
Fail - scores between 0-49

Web Accessibility scoring:
The industry average in the Web Accessibility category 
for Private Universities and Colleges was: 71.5

*Based on the number of WCAG 2.1 A & AA checks passed on the Monsido platform in a 500-page scan.



Content Quality Assurance 
Content Quality Assurance looks at misspellings, broken links, broken images, and readability 
issues. By taking on Quality Assurance, you can decrease bounce rates, increase conversions, and 
improve your SEO, helping you to better reach your business goals. We congratulate the following 
Private Universities and Colleges in leading the way in the Content Quality Assurance category. 

Ranking University/College Name Quality Assurance Compliance* 
1st University of Richmond 100% 
2nd Hamilton College 98% 
3rd Johns Hopkins University 97.37% 
4th University of Notre Dame 97% 
5th Davidson College 97% 

Excellent - scores between 80-100 
Good - scores between 70-79 
Poor - scores between 50-69 
Fail - scores between 0-49 

Content Quality Assurance scoring: 
The industry average in the Content Quality Assurance 
category Private Universities and Colleges was: 59 

Content Readability 

As part of the Content Quality Assurance category, the website's content readability was also 
evaluated. Readability can impact a website visitor’s understanding of the content. It is also valid to 
note that the average reading level of an American adult is at an eighth-grade level. 

Readability Level of Private University and College Websites* 

College graduate: 16 College: 32  10th to 12th grade:  1 

*Based on the readability level of the majority of the pages on the website. Note that there 
was one website scanned in this cohort where the content readability was unavailable. 
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*Based on the number of pages without broken links, broken images, and misspellings, and overall weighted ranking 



Performance 
Based on Google's Core Web Vitals, the Performance category looks at key website 
performance indicators that impact the user experience. By addressing Performance issues, 
you can improve response times, increase meaningful traffic, and improve the experience of 
your overall website. A big congratulations to the following Private Universities and Colleges for 
paving the way in ensuring excellence in the Performance category. 

Ranking University/College Name Performance scores* 
1st Princeton University 95 
2nd University of Pennsylvania 94 
3rd Middlebury College 86 
4th Massachusetts Institute of Technology 85 
5th Yale University 84 

Excellent - scores between 80-100 
Good - scores between 70-79 
Poor - scores between 50-69 
Fail - scores between 0-49 

Performance scoring: 
The industry average in the performance category for 
Private Universities and Colleges was: 57.2 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
On-page SEO is still a major factor in search engine ranking. Having common errors like 
missing H1 tags, broken links, and too many internal links on a page can harm your rankings 
and visitor experience. We applaud the following Private Universities and Colleges in leading 
the pack in the SEO category. 

Ranking University/College Name SEO Compliance* 
1st Harvard University 97.8% 
2nd University of Chicago 97.53% 
3rd Washington University in St. Louis 95.87% 
4th University of Notre Dame 93.5% 
5th University of Southern California 93.33% 
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Excellent - scores between 90-100 
Good - scores between 70-89 
Poor - scores between 50-69 
Fail - scores between 0-49 

SEO scoring: 
The industry average in the SEO category for 
Private Universities and Colleges was: 83.8 

Excellent - scores between 90-100
Good - scores between 70-89
Poor - scores between 50-69
Fail - scores between 0-49

SEO scoring:
The industry average in the SEO category for 
Private Universities and Colleges was: 83.8

*Based on Monsido's Performance module that scans your website performance based on Google's Core Web
Vitals that measures your site load speed, interactivity, and stability.

*Based on the number of pages that are compliant with all Monsido SEO checks.



Response Time 
Good site performance is critical not only for user experience, but also for SEO as it is a Google 
ranking metric. Monsido’s Heartbeat module allows you to monitor your site’s performance to 
ensure a smooth user experience for your visitors and avoid any potential loss in business. A 
big shout out to the Private Universities and Colleges with the fastest response times. 

Ranking University/College Name Response Time (ms)* 
1st Tufts University 71ms 
2nd University of Pennsylvania 98ms 
3rd Yale University 100ms 
4th Claremont McKenna College 102ms 
5th Northeastern University 122ms 

Excellent - 0-200ms 
Good - 199-350ms 
Needs Improvement - 349-600ms 
Fail - 600ms and above 

Response Time scoring: 
The industry average in the Response Time 
category for School Districts was: 684ms 

Uptime 
As part of the scans, we also looked at the Uptime of the Private Universities and Colleges’ 
websites. The industry average uptime for Private Universities and Colleges was a near 
perfect 99.9%. So a big congratulations to all Private Universities and Colleges for ensuring 
excellent uptime. 

Pass - websites with 99 - 100% uptime 
Fail - websites below 99% uptime

Uptime scoring: 
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*Average response time is based on average response time (ms) over a two week period in Monsido’s
Heartbeat module.



Qualitative Data: Survey Results 

We fielded a qualitative survey to help shed light on the current status of higher education 
websites. There were 38 survey responses completed by web and marketing professionals 
from colleges and universities across the United States. 

Key results from the survey revealed that: 

Respondents represent an array of student population sizes. 42% of respondents 
reported fewer than 5,000 undergraduates, while 20% reported 20,000+ undergraduates. 

Higher education websites have a high volume of web pages. 57% of respondents are 
managing more than 5,000 web pages under their main .edu domain. 13% reported fewer 
than 1,000 pages. 

Most higher education sites rely on a diverse content contributor base. 58% percent of 
respondents have 20+ content contributors making frequent and valuable updates to the 
website. Only 5% reported fewer than five content contributors. 

Administrators and developers are updating websites often. 79% of respondents 
personally make updates to their organization's website once or more per day. 

Website goals are fairly consistent among higher ed organizations. 74% said that 
attracting prospective students / applicants is the most important website goal. The next-most 
popular goal is providing information and resources to current students, followed by 
communicating the organization's mission and values. 

When KPIs are defined, higher ed websites perform well (but not outstanding). 48% of 
respondents do not have website KPIs defined. 32% of respondents said the site generally 
meets KPIs. 0% said the website consistently meets KPIs. 

Web accessibility outranks other categories in terms of importance. When asked to 
rank the importance of WCAG and ADA compliance on a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being 
extremely important, the average response was 9. Quality assurance (8.7) was next, followed 
by readability (7.8), performance (7.7), and SEO (7.5). 

What's Working 

Responsive design (87%) 
On-brand design (79%) 
Web accessibility (53%) 
Good user experience (53%) 

What's Challeging 

Outdated or irrelevant content (68%) 
Lack of time and resources (61%) 
Accountability of content contributors (55%) 
Poor loading speed / performance (23%) 
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Analysis of University and College Websites 

Based on the website scans and industry survey, we’ve taken a closer look at what’s working, 
what could be better, and what’s not working for these Private University and College websites. 

What’s Working 
Web accessibility was one of the top-performing categories for universities and colleges. The 
industry average was 71.5, scoring within the “Good” range. This was impressive given that 
higher education websites normally have many pages, often making web accessibility more 
difficult to keep up with. Our survey also revealed that "Web Accessibility" outranked other 
categories in priority, with an average score of 9 on a scale of 1 to 10. This indicates that the 
high quantitative scan score is a reflection of the high prioritization shared in the survey. 

University and college websites also ranked high in the SEO category, with an industry average 
of 83.8, once again scoring within the "Good" range. This was also reflected in the survey with 
SEO receiving a score of 7.5 on a scale of 1 to 10 in importance. Again, the many pages on 
University and College websites often provide dedicated information on specific topics, and 
thereby benefit their search engine ranking. 

Another area in which university and college websites performed well was Uptime, with an 
average of 99.9%. This stability is important for university and college websites as they are 
important information hubs for students, staff and alumni alike. And any downtime may cause 
confusion and frustration within your community. 

What Could Be Better 
The overall performance of higher education websites could be better, with the industry 
average coming in at 54.3, scoring within the “Average” range. In our survey, performance was 
prioritized as 7.7 on a scale of 1 to 10. However, an additional 23% said that “poor speed / 
performance was a challenge”. 

Another area that can be better on university or college websites is readability level. Our scan 
revealed that the overwhelming majority of pages on most website are at a College or College 
Graduate level. In theory, this may be appropriate for current students and alumni, but it may 
pose a challenge for prospective students and families looking to understand and engage with 
your website content. 
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What’s Not Working 
University and college websites contain a lot of content and serve a multifaceted role in 
delivering information on everything from admissions to enrollment details, to courses and 
degrees, to more practical aspects like tuition costs and housing. 

University and college websites scored an average of 59 based on Monsido’s Content Quality 
Assurance score. This indicates that these websites struggle with maintaining basic content 
quality, such as broken links and misspellings. Coupled with the results from our survey, it was 
noted that 68% felt that outdated or irrelevant content is their biggest challenge. This is despite 
79% of respondents stating that they make updates on a daily basis. 

In addition, more than one-fifth of higher education institutions that were surveyed have more 
than 20+ contributors. Higher education recognizes that having many contributors can be 
beneficial to an updated website. However, a lack of process can also pose a challenge with a 
high volume of content contributors. This was also recognized in the survey, as 55% cited 
accountability of content contributors as a challenge. 

In addition to scoring poorly in Content Quality Assurance, university and college websites 
underperformed in the Response Time category. The average response time of university and 
college websites' homepages wasvv 684ms, scoring in the “Fail” metric of that category. 
Addressing website response and load times may not seem like a high priority, but it can 
create a negative and frustrating experience for prospective students looking to enroll at your 
institution. Beyond that, response and load times continue to be prioritized in Google’s Core 
Web Vital metrics. 
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Key Takeaways 

University and college websites continue to be an important information hub for students, 
parents, faculty and alumni. Private universities are continuously re-evaluating how their 
resources can most effectively keep the website up-to-date, accessible and inclusive to all. So 
what should universities and colleges take from this snapshot of higher education websites? 
Our top takeaways from this benchmark report data are: 

Utilizing processes and technology to increase accountability: Website content, and 
more specifically content quality, is without a doubt the biggest challenge for universities and 
colleges when it comes to their website. And while engaging as many content contributors 
and stakeholders is vital for a representative and updated website, it’s important to align 
processes and technology to support the accountability of content contributors. 

Unnecessarily strict processes for accountability often sacrifice the freedom of incorporating 
more content contributors, with updates being funneled via the department (or individual) that 
is ultimately responsible for the website. However, this is not a scalable approach, nor does it 
foster accountability and collaboration around your website. 

Incorporating technology into processes is vital for fostering communication and accountability. 
For example, Cascade CMS can alert content contributors to web accessibility and content 
quality issues prior to publishing. Collaborative tools like commenting and tasks boost 
contributor engagement and help site owners issue change requests. The Monsido Web 
Governance platform can scan websites on a weekly basis, and automatically generate reports 
that highlight issues and errors. In both instances, technology empowers a more proactive 
approach to maintaining a high-quality website. 

Set clear website goals and communicate with all contributors: Another takeaway from 
this report is that web and marketing teams need to define website goals, and communicate 
those goals to content contributors. A whopping 48% do not have any concrete website 
goals, and there were no respondents that felt their website was exceeding the key 
performance indicators (KPIs) that they’d set. Just like with any other process or project, 
having a common goal is important to ensure consistency and accuracy in website content. 
61% feel that a lack of time and resources is their biggest challenge. However, with alignment, 
processes, and good technology, teams can have a significant impact and achieve web KPIs. 

Prioritization aspects of your website works: Last, this benchmark report clearly 
demonstrates that when universities and colleges prioritize an aspect of their website — they 
achieve success. This is reflected in the overall high prioritization of web accessibility, and the 
quantitative scan results show that universities and colleges are successfully tackling website 
accessibility, and ensuring digital equity and inclusion for their students, faculty and alumni. 
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Conclusion 

So what's the conclusion? Overall, university and college websites are on the path to digital 
success — but not without some challenges. Yet despite these challenges, they do have the key 
three pillars of people, process and technology in place. And the ultimate driver for success will 
be to refine the collaboration of these three pillars, in order to set a common goal for how they as 
an organization can leverage technology, and work together to perfect the website experience. 

How Does Your University or College 
Website Perform? 

If your university or college website was 
not featured in this report, please feel free 
to reach out to us and we’d be happy to 
facilitate a FREE scan of your website. 

Get Scan 

About Hannon Hill 

Hannon Hill has been committed to higher education for over 20 years. Many of our staff 
members have spent decades in higher education, learning the ins and outs of marketing and 
communications and IT. Cascade CMS and Clive are the preferred tools for higher ed teams 
that value maximum flexibility, high quality content, and the highest return on investment. Our 
tools are focused on keeping users engaged in the CMS and invested in their content by 
providing action items to help them create, manage, and publish more effective content. For 
more information, please visit hannonhill.com. 

About Monsido - an Optimere brand 

Monsido is a leading web governance solution designed to enable organizations to deliver a 
superior and inclusive user experience across their digital presence and support their journey 
to ensure communications are open, optimized, and compliant. The Monsido Platform 
includes a cohesive suite of tools for web accessibility, website quality assurance, brand and 
content compliance, user consent management, social and web content archiving, and more. 
Monsido is a brand of digital compliance, web accessibility, and records management 
solutions company Optimere. For more information, visit monsido.com. 
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